As a major financial institution, we strive to think and act in a truly international dimension. We
span 50 countries and give growth opportunities to people who share our excitement for
constantly building on the diversity of our local roots and strong European presence.
Bank Austria has been a member of UniCredit, one of the largest European banking groups, since 2005.
Being the bank with one of the strongest capital bases among the large banks in Austria we aim for
excellence and strive to achieve maximum customer satisfaction. Bank Austria is a modern and
dynamic universal bank offering its customers access to international financial markets. Therefore we
consistently invest in the development and motivation of our employees.
ICT-Compliance is the main counterpart for projects and initiatives concerning ICT-Requirements from
a Compliance perspective. This includes project support and reviewing ICT Security Concepts as well as
internal alignment with UCBA Legal and UCBA Compliance.
Key tasks and responsibilities
- Evaluation of local/global initiatives and outsourcings
- Alignment partner for ICT Initiatives in the Demand Process concerning IT-Compliance, ICT Security
and ICT Architecture point of view according to given framework
- Communication and alignment with group internal (UBIS) project managers
- Communication and alignment with UCBA Legal and Compliance (DPO)
- Review and evaluation of ICT Security Concepts from an IT-Compliance perspective
- Depict and report possible (IT-)Compliance deficiencies to respective risk owners and UCBA
Compliance (DPO)
Qualifications and Competencies
- Proven knowledge of MS Office
- Good English and communication skills and the ability to work in a structured manner
- Ideally you have experience in IT-Compliance and/or ICT Security area
- Background knowledge on Data Privacy and Banking Secrecy topics is an advantage
Our offer to you
We offer excellent career chances and a gross annual salary based on the collective bargaining
agreement of EUR 34.614.30 at least, depending on individual qualification and experience.
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